STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, completing the box in the shade means your choice is like this:

☐ JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Republican

☐ BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN Democratic and Independent

☐ SYLVIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CIDENSTEIN Democrat

☐ ROGER CULBERSON AND AL JON KENNEDY Republican (both voters)

☐ RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ Independent

☐ BOB BARR AND KAYNE A. ROY Libertarian

☐ CHUCK BALLENGER AND DAEWAL CASTLE Constitution

☐ U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

☐ STEVE BENJAMIN Independent

☐ NORM COLEMAN Republican

☐ JOHN STARK Independent

☐ CHARLES ALDRICH Libertarian

☐ JAMES HEMMACO Libertarian

☐ U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6 VOTE FOR ONE

☐ BOB ANDERSON Independent

☐ NICOLE BACHMANN Libertarian

☐ EL TALABRUM Republican (both voters)

☐ STATE REPRESENTATIVE STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 15A VOTE FOR ONE

☐ STEVE GODTVALD Independent

☐ JOANNE ROSSNER Democratic-Farmer-Labor

☐ VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

FEDERAL OFFICES

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 74 (St. Cloud Area Schools) VOTE FOR UP TO FOUR

☐ JIM MURRAY

☐ CINDY M. HARNESS

☐ AL DANKER

☐ DEANA L. LALLEY

☐ JOHN SEBING

☐ GARY ESPE

☐ LES GRENN

☐ BRUCE HENTGES

☐ VOTES FOR VOTES FOR VOTES FOR VOTES FOR VOTES FOR

☐ YES

☐ NO

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 4 VOTE FOR ONE

☐ LINDA LEMHORN

☐ IAN HEMMICH

☐ VOTES FOR VOTES FOR VOTES FOR VOTES FOR

☑ YES

☑ NO
### SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTIONS

#### SPECIAL ELECTION

**INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 742 (ST. CLOUD AREA SCHOOLS)**

To vote on a question, complete II in the oval(s) next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a question, complete II in the oval(s) next to the word "NO" for that question.

#### SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT QUESTION 1

**APPROVAL OF REVENUE INCREASE FOR TEACHERS, ACTIVITIES, TRANSPORTATION, AND OPERATIONS**

The School Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) has proposed to increase the existing property tax referendum of $0.377 per $100 of assessed valuation, to increase the annual tax rate on the fair market value of real estate by an additional $0.2477 per $100 of assessed valuation. This increase is needed to provide the necessary funds to ensure that the Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) can fulfill the educational mission of the school district.

**Court of Appeals**

**Judge 18 votes for one:**
- **Edward Tousignant, Jr.**
- **Thomas Valtokivi, Jr.**
- **James W. Major, Jr.**
- **Lisa N. Borgen**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

**Judge 19 votes for one:**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Kevin G. Rose**
- **Mark A. Haas**

#### SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT QUESTION 2

**MINOR PROPOSAL OF REVENUE INCREASE FOR POWNING EQUITABLE MINNESOTA AVERAGE**

The School Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) has proposed to increase the existing property tax referendum of $.715 per $100 of assessed valuation by an additional $.0177 per $100 of assessed valuation. This increase is needed to provide the necessary funds to ensure that the Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) can fulfill the educational mission of the school district.

**Judge 20 votes for one:**
- **Roger H. Klapmire**
- **Harriet Lamberg**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**

**Judge 21 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **Linda L.讧**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

#### SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT QUESTION 3

**APPROVAL OF REVENUE INCREASE FOR ADDITIONAL STUDENT CURRICULUM AND SERVICES**

The School Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) has proposed to increase the fair market value of real estate by an additional $.250 per $100 of assessed valuation. The proposed revenue is needed to provide the necessary funds to ensure that the Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) can fulfill the educational mission of the school district.

**Judge 22 votes for one:**
- **Jen K. Carlson**
- **Peter M. Swenson**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**
- **John B. Winkler**

**Judge 23 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Linda L.冏**
- **Jane R. Knapp**
- **Mark A. Haas**

#### SCHOOL DISTRICT BALLOT QUESTION 4

**MINOR PROPOSAL OF INCREASE IN YOUR PROPERTY TAXES**

The School Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) has proposed to increase the existing property tax referendum of $0.377 per $100 of assessed valuation by an additional $.0177 per $100 of assessed valuation. This increase is needed to provide the necessary funds to ensure that the Board of Independent School District No. 742 (St. Cloud Area) can fulfill the educational mission of the school district.

**Judge 24 votes for one:**
- **Roger H. Klapmire**
- **Harriet Lamberg**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**

**Judge 25 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Linda L.冏**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

### JUDICIAL OFFICES

#### SUPREME COURT

**Judge 6 votes for one:**
- **Conrad J. Freeberg**
- **J. Michael Clogston, Jr.**

**Judge 7 votes for one:**
- **Frederick L. Dukke**
- **M. Wayne L. Trufant**

**Judge 8 votes for one:**
- **Paul R. Anderson**
- **Tim Tingenstad**

**Judge 9 votes for one:**
- **Deborah Halverson**
- **Lorre S. Kerven Gildea**

**Judge 10 votes for one:**
- **Ann L. Corby**
- **Judy S. Leiton**

**Judge 11 votes for one:**
- **James N. Berg**
- **John A. Ruscitti**

**Judge 12 votes for one:**
- **Maria M. E. Napolitano**
- **Robert J. Larson**

**Judge 13 votes for one:**
- **Barbara J. Zeller**
- **M. Anne Mahoney**

### 7TH DISTRICT COURT

**Judge 14 votes for one:**
- **Ronald J. Cunha**
- **Christopher J. Honkola**

**Judge 15 votes for one:**
- **Donald L. Anderson**
- **Steven A. Miller**

**Judge 16 votes for one:**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Peter M. Swenson**

**Judge 17 votes for one:**
- **Ralph G. Kutscher**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**

**Judge 18 votes for one:**
- **Edward Tousignant, Jr.**
- **Thomas Valtokivi, Jr.**
- **James W. Major, Jr.**
- **Lisa N. Borgen**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

**Judge 19 votes for one:**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Kevin G. Rose**
- **Mark A. Haas**

**Judge 20 votes for one:**
- **Roger H. Klapmire**
- **Harriet Lamberg**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**

**Judge 21 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Linda L.冏**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

**Judge 22 votes for one:**
- **Jen K. Carlson**
- **Peter M. Swenson**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**
- **John B. Winkler**

**Judge 23 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Linda L.冏**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

**Judge 24 votes for one:**
- **Roger H. Klapmire**
- **Harriet Lamberg**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**

**Judge 25 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Linda L.冏**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

**Judge 26 votes for one:**
- **Roger H. Klapmire**
- **Harriet Lamberg**
- **Jeffrey H. Pettee**
- **Steven A. Anderson**
- **Mark A. Haas**
- **Lynn M. Varela**

**Judge 27 votes for one:**
- **Michael S. Jesse**
- **Galen L. Vika**
- **James T. Skopec**
- **Linda L.冏**
- **John B. Winkler**
- **Jane R. Knapp**

### VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

[Image of the front and back of the ballot]